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Abstract

The Flexible Meta Modelling and Execution Language (FMMLx ) is a multi-level language that
allows to create executable models. It is implemented in the integrated meta-programming
and meta-modelling environment Xmodeler. The Xmodeler is based on XCore, a recursive,
reflexive meta-model that allows the definition and implementation of classes on arbitrary
classification levels. However, XCore does not allow to assign classification levels to classes.
The FMMLx extends XCore with explicit classification levels and intrinsic features that allow
for deferred instantiation. Like XCore, the FMMLx features a common representation of models
and code. As a consequence, models can be executed without the need to transform them to
code. The use of the FMMLx during the last five years was promising, since it allows to clearly
promote reuse and flexibility of modelling languages and software systems. Nevertheless,
some of the assumptions its design was based on had to be challenged. In addition, the use
of the language was compromised by various limitations. Against this background, it was
decided to develop a substantially revised version, the FMMLx 2.0. This report presents an
analysis of requirements that form the foundation for the subsequent specification of the
new version. The report also presents a proposal for a technical terminology of multi-level
modelling.

Keywords: Multi-Level Modelling, DSML, Language Architecture, Requirements
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The FMMLx – Version 2.0: Analysis of Requirements and Technical Terminology

1 Introduction

Multi-level modelling is motivated by the shortcomings of traditional (modelling) language
architectures that are usually restricted to one or two classification levels, and that allow
for “shallow instantiation” only, which “is based on the premise that a class can only define
the semantics of its direct instances, and can have no effect on entities created by further
instantiation steps” (Atkinson and Kühne 2001, p. 20). In contrast to traditional language
architectures, multi-level modelling languages enable an arbitrary number of classification
levels. Also, every class is an object that may have a state and may respond to messages.
Furthermore, they allow to define properties of a class that do not apply to their direct instances,
but also to instances further down the instantiation chain. Hence, multi-level modelling enables
a higher level of abstraction, which in turn promotes reuse and adaptability. It also enables
to avoid the “accidential complexity” (Atkinson and Kühne 2008; Brooks 1995), caused by
overloading traditional models. Multi-level modelling allows for creating models that include
objects on multiple classification levels. Thus, modelers are no longer challenged by the
mandatory decision between language and model layer, since each layer (apart from M1) may
serve as both, a representation of a language or of a model. In other words, a multi-level
modelling environment empowers its users to be not just modelers, in the sense of applying a
given modelling language, but to be language engineers at the same time. Hence, a multi-level
modelling language qualifies as both, a meta-modelling language and a modelling language.

Various languages and tools have been proposed to support multi-level modelling (Atkinson
and Gerbig 2016; Atkinson, Kennel, and Goss 2011; Jeusfeld 2009; Kühne and Schreiber
2007; Lara and Guerra 2010; Volz 2011). The basic concepts they use are similar, and in part
equivalent. Differences often relate to terminology, and a few specific peculiarities. The latter
include the question how multi-level models can be mapped to implementation languages.
The Flexible Meta Modelling and Execution Language (FMMLx ) is a multi-level language that
allows to create executable models (Frank 2014). Different from other multi-level modelling
languages, it features a common representation of conceptual models and code. This is
accomplished by extending XCore, the meta-model of a meta-programming and modelling
language that is supplemented with a comprehensive software development and (meta-)
modelling environment, the Xmodeler (Clark, Sammut, and Willans 2008; Clark and Willans
2012). As a consequence, the notorious sychronization problem can largely be avoided. During
the use of the FMMLx and the Xmodeler, various limitations were discovered that finally
resulted in the decision to develop a new version of the language.
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1 Introduction

To prepare for the specification of the FMMLx 2.0, this report presents an analysis of require-
ments that go beyond the scope of the previous version. Multi-level modelling introduces
concepts that do not only challenge established principles of conceptual modelling, but also
demand for new perspectives on the modelling subject. Therefore, one can speak of a new
paradigm. A new paradigm is usually characterized by the need for a new terminology. This
is indeed the case for multi-level modelling. Since it introduces concepts that do not exist in
the traditional paradigm, existing terms are not always suited to adequately express them.
Therefore, the report also aims at clarifying the terminology in order to make descriptions of
multi-level models more comprehensive and consistent.

2
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2 New Requirements

The current version of the FMMLx has been in use for about five years, both for teaching
purposes and within various research projects (Frank 2016; Kaczmarek-Heß 2017; Kaczmarek-
Heß and Heß 2018; Kaczmarek-Heß and Kinderen 2017). Fig. 2.1 shows the meta-model of the
current version. It extends XCore (Clark, Sammut, and Willans 2008) with additional properties
to support intrinsic features and deferred (or “deep”) instantiation. An intrinsic feature is an
attribute, an operation, or an association that is not instantiated with the instantiation of a class
on level m, but only on a predefined instantiation level n < m-1. The additional meta-attributes
isIntrinsic and instLevel allow for the specification of intrinsic features. Furthermore,
the classes MetaAdaptor and MetaClass were introduced to allow the direct creation of
classes on any classification level.

The concrete syntax serves to clearly represent the peculiarities of multi-level models (see
Fig. 2.2). The level of a class is indicated by the background colour of the area that serves the
display of the class name. The name of the (meta-) class of a class is depicted on top of the class
name. Intrinsic features are marked through the corresponding instantiation level, which is
shown in white on a black square next to the representation of the feature.

The FMMLx was implemented in the Xmodeler, which enabled its use not only as a modelling
language, but also as an implementation language, since models and code share the same
representation. The language and the development environment demonstrated clear advan-
tages over the traditional paradigm. At the same time, it became obvious that in some cases
the presuppositions made with the design of the current version were not appropriate. Fur-
thermore, the development and maintenance of larger models in the tool created the need for
more elaborate support of model analysis and management. The following requirements are
grouped into core language requirements (RC), requirements that result from the management
and analysis of models with a modelling tool (RT), and requirements related to the notation of
the language (RN). The priority of a requirement reflects the need for a corresponding feature
based on the experience made with the prior version.

The requirements are illustrated with diagrams that are depicted in the notation of the prior
version of the FMMLx . In cases, where the previous notation is not sufficient to represent the
intended concept, a preliminary notation is used. Note that classification levels are represented
in a style that is different from the one proposed with the UML. Instead of representing the
classification level with an integer in regular script, such as M2, the integer is printed in
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Figure 2.1: Meta-Model of the Current Version
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Figure 2.2: Core Concepts of the Current Version and Corresponding Notation

subscript. This is mainly for the reason that the semantics of levels in multi-level language
architectures is different from that in traditional object-oriented language architectures like the
one proposed by the MOF (Meta Object Facility (MOF) Core Specification: Version 2.0 2006).

2.1 Language Core

The core of a language comprises all concepts that are defined by its abstract syntax and
semantics.

2.1.1 Contingent Levels

Every class specified in the current version of the FMMLx had to be assigned an explicit
classification level. There is a good reason for this constraint, sometimes referred to as “strict
multi-level modelling” (Atkinson and Kühne 2001, p. 28). With respect to the semantics of a
class, it makes a clear difference whether it is meant as a class on M1 or on any Mn with n > 1.
In natural language we can cope with the ambiguity of terms like “Product”, which can be
used to refer to a particular product, a type of product, or even to the set of all kinds of product
types. In conceptual modelling it is preferable to avoid ambiguity. Nevertheless, there are
cases where the need to assign a strict, invariant level to a class is problematic, because it may
prevent expressing a useful abstraction, e.g., to increase reusability. Sometimes, the design
of two classification hierarchies of similar objects results in a top level meta-class that makes
sense for both hierarchies, but that would be located on a level different in one hierarchy from
the one needed in the other hierarchy. That creates a situation that cannot be represented in
the previous version of the FMMLx , because it requires to assign one and only one level to a

5



2 New Requirements

class. The example in Fig. 2.3 illustrates this problem. In the example, the class Product on
M4 is instantiated into PeripheralDevice on M3 and into Desk on M2. While this kind of
abstraction may be seen as useful from a modeler’s perspective, it is not possible in the current
version of the language. According to the experience gathered during the last years this is not
an exotic exception, but occurs regularly.

The current version leaves three options to deal with this situation. First, one could aim at
introducing further classes that make sense. In the example in Fig. 2.3, it is conceivable to insert
a class like Furniture on M3 to bridge the gap between Desk and Product. However, if
these additional classes are not required for the targeted software system, they would increase
complexity. Apart from that, it is not always possible to insert further classes that make sense.
Second, one could introduce “dummy” levels to balance the number of levels in different
hierarchies. However, this option is hardly satisfactory, since it would result in classes that
have no specific meaning other than creating a confusing workaround. As a consequence, it
would compromise the comprehensibility and maintainability of models. Third, one could
allow for “jumping” levels. In that case, a class on level m would not only be instantiated in
objects on the level m-1, but also in objects on level below m-1, which is confusing. Finally, one
could create separate hierarchies. While this option will usually be preferable over dummy
classes, it comes with an obvious drawback. If two hierarchies have clear commonalities, they
would be neglected in the model, and, thus, compromise reuse.

RC1 In addition to having classes with a definite level, it should be possible to define classes
with a contingent level. A contingent level allows for adapting the concrete level of a class
to different contexts of use.

Rationale: It happens that two classes on different classification levels could be classified by
the same meta-class. However, this can be achieved only, if the meta-class does not have
a definite classification level. Instead, its level would have to be contingent with respect
to the instantiation context.

Priority: high

There are cases, where the instantiation level of attributes is not clear at the level where an
intrinsic attribute is defined. The class Product on M4 shown in Fig. 2.4 includes, among
others, the intrinsic attribute pricePerUnit. Often, the sales price is defined for a type of
product, since every particular exemplar should be sold at the same price. In this case, the
attribute should be instantiated on M1. However, there are also cases where sales prices are
individually defined for particular exemplars only, which would require an instantiation on
M0.

The need for intrinsic attributes with contingent instantiation levels becomes even more
obvious with contingent level classes. The diagram in Fig. 2.5 depicts the contingent level
class Product. If it is used in a software system for specialized dealership for computers

6
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of Problem Produced by Strict Levels
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of the Need for Contingent Instantiation Levels of Intrinsic Attributes

and peripheral devices, it would be instantiated into classes representing peripheral devices
or computers. If the class Product is used in a software system for a general store, it might
be more appropriate to instantiate it directly into a class on M1 that represents a particular
product type. In the first case, the intrinsic attribute qualityLevel would be instantiated on
M2, in the second case, if would have to be instantiated on M1.

RC2 It should be possible to define intrinsic attributes with a contingent instantiation level.

Rationale: It may not be possible to foresee the concrete instantiation level of an intrinsic
attribute, while knowing that it has to be instantiated somewhere down the instantiation
line.

Priority: medium

In addition to attributes, it is conceivable that intrinsic associations and intrinsic operations are
also defined with contingent instantiation levels.

RC3 It should be possible to define intrinsic associations and operations with a contingent
instantiation level.

Rationale: As with intrinsic attributes, it may not be possible to foresee the concrete instantia-
tion level.

Priority: medium

Challenge: The definition of a class as level-contingent has a substantial impact on a model’s
integrity. It is not necessarily the case that an attribute defined in a contingent class can be
instantiated on any level. If, for example, an attribute is intended to store the average customer
satisfaction with a certain bicycle model or bicycle type, it would make sense only to instantiate
it above M1. Therefore, it may be required to add a minimum instantiation level. Similarly, the
instantiation level of an intrinsic property can be defined on a level higher than the level of a
class directly instantiated from a contingent class. For example, it would not be possible to
instantiate the intrinsic operation averagePrice on the intended level 2. At the same time, it
would not make sense on M1.
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Figure 2.5: Contingent Instantiation Levels of Intrinsic Attributes in Case of Contingent Level Classes
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RC4 It should be possible to define constraints on the intended instantiation level. These could
address a minimum or maximum number of instantiation steps, or a set of alternative
instantiation levels, e.g., level 1 or level 2.

Rationale: It is conceivable that at the time of specifying a class on level n, there is not sufficient
knowledge available to exactly define an intended instantiation level. But usually at least
some restrictions on possible instantiation levels will be known. Hence, the requirements
follows from the principle that all knowledge available on a certain level should be
specified there.

Priority: medium

Including constraints on intended instantiation levels into the language does not only add
more concepts, but will also increase the complexity of the concrete syntax. Therefore, it seems
appropriate to first do with an explicit specification of these constraints with the XOCL. If
it turns out that these constraints are required often enough, they can still be built into the
language.

Challenge: All three requirements demand for a cross-level constraint language, which will be
available only with the new version of the XOCL.

2.1.2 “Classless” Classes

Like with any object-oriented models, the design of multi-level models requires the creation
of classes. In traditional, one-level models, a class is implicitly instantiated from one specific
meta-class. In multi-level models, a new class is instantiated from a class that exists in the
model already. As a consequence, the design of a multi-level model requires a top-down
approach, that is, one has to start with classes on the topmost classification level. Then, classes
on lower levels have to be added step by step. There are cases where it may be perceived as
inappropriate to be forced to a top-down approach. Sometimes, the topmost classes are not
known in advance. Instead, they may result through an act of abstraction from lower level
classes. In other words, it would be helpful, if a top-down approach was supplemented by
a bottom-up approach. That would require allowing for the preliminary creation of classes
without an explicit meta-class.

RC5 It should be possible to define preliminary classes without a meta-class.

Rationale: Sometimes, a bottom-up approach seems to be more appropriate than a top-down
approach.

Priority: high

10
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Challenge: From a technical perspective, it is not possible that a class does not have a meta-class.
Therefore, some preliminary meta-class has to be assigned, which would be later replaced
by the final meta-class. Hence, a corresponding modelling tool needs to support meta-class
migration.

2.1.3 Distinction of Instantiation Levels within Associations

Like attributes and operations, associations could be defined as intrinsic, too. The example in
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the idea. The classes Printer and Position are both located on M2, that
is, they are supposed to be instantiated into process types and position types. The intrinsic
association between both is to express that a particular process instance on M0 is assigned to a
particular instance of a position type, also on M0. This is indicated by the zero printed in white
on the black square next to the association name. The specification of intrinsic associations
in the meta-model of the current version (Fig. 2.1) was based on the assumption that the
instantiation level of an intrinsic association has to be the same with both associated classes. It
turned out, however, that this assumption is not appropriate. It is not a rare exception that an
association should be instantiated on different levels with both associated classes. The example
in Fig. 2.2 includes the association “responsible for”. It is to express that a particular position
instance on M0 is responsible for one to many types of printers on M1.

RC6 Intrinsic associations should allow the specification of different instantiation levels for
both participating classes.

Rationale: It is common in natural language to link two concepts (or object references) on differ-
ent classification levels in one sentence. Accordingly, it can be a relevant requirement to
link two objects on different classification levels in an multi-level model. If the association
can be defined on a higher level already, that is, if the association is intrinsic, it follows
directly that it must be possible to support different instantiation levels.

Priority: high

This feature is already part of the current implementation of the FMMLx in the Xmodeler.

2.1.4 Deferred Specification of Associations

Intrinsic associations enable expressing knowledge about classes on a higher level of classifi-
cation. We know, for instance, that some kind of shock absorbers are mounted to every car.
This could be expressed as in the example in Fig. 2.7 on M3. The association mounted_on is to
be instantiated on M1, that is, it allows the definition of the shock absorber types that can be
mounted on a certain car model. However, at a higher level of classification one will usually
not know the particular class(es) that are part of an intrinsic association at the level where it is
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Figure 2.6: Deferred Specification of Multiplicities
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Figure 2.7: Different Instantiation Levels of an Intrinsic Association

to be instantiated. The example model in Fig. 2.7 would allow for any kind of car model being
associated with any kind of shock absorber. However, it may be a strict rule that, e.g., a certain
car series (in the example modelled on M2) is produced with air suspension only. That would
reduce the set of possible classes to form associations with classes that represent models of that
car series to instances of AirSuspension. Furthermore, it may be characteristic of a car series
that it does not allow for more than two types of shock absorbers. Since these restrictions may
vary from car series to car series, they cannot be expressed with the general definition of the
intrinsic association. As far as the possible classes on the level above the intended instantiation
is concerned, there needs to be some kind of dynamically growing constraint. With every
instantiation step the range of possible classes (and the respective instances and instances
thereof) is reduced. This additional knowledge should be accounted for with the subsequent
instantiation steps. The multiplicities of an intrinsic association may also not be predictable. A
certain car series, for example, may be characterized by the rule to not allow for more than
two types of air suspension. In that case, the specification of a particular multiplicity at the
level where the intrinsic association is defined, would be misleading. To cope with such a
situation, it would be useful to explicitly defer the specification of multiplicities of intrinsic
associations.
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RC7 The definition of intrinsic associations should imply that corresponding constraints are
refined with every instantiation step.

Rationale: By their very nature, intrinsic associations lack certain knowledge about the actual
association at the level where they are defined for. At the same time, with every in-
stantiation step, the range of possible options decreases. Hence, refining corresponding
constraints dynamically would be an important contribution to system integrity.

Priority: high

RC8 The language specification should allow for defining intrinsic associations without spe-
cific multiplicities. In other words, it should be possible to defer the specification of
multiplicities to a lower level.

Rationale: In cases where the multiplicities of an intrinsic association at the intended association
level may vary, the definition of a particular multiplicity would create ambiguity or even
a contradiction, hence, a serious threat to a system’s integrity.

Priority: high

The following requirement describes a special case of the previous one.

RC9 If absolute minimum or maximum cardinalities are known, they should serve as con-
straints for the final definition of multiplicities on the intended instantiation level. That
means that the actual cardinalities specified on the intended instantiation level have to
be within this range. As a consequence, it needs to be possible to mark cardinalities as
boundary values.

Rationale: It should be possible to specify all knowledge about multiplicities of associations
that is available.

Priority: high

Challenge: All three requirements can be satisfied only with a cross-level constraint language,
which will be available only with the new version of the XOCL.

2.1.5 Avoiding Redundant Specification

It happens that classes within a classification hierarchy share the same properties, that is, the
same attributes, operations, or associations. A frequent example is an attribute like “name”,
which may be required for a class, its instances and all further instances down the instantiation
line. Further examples comprise operations that perform statistics on object populations. It
might be required for every class within a classification hierarchy to provide methods that
calculate the number of direct instances or the cumulated number of all instances of instances
of a class (see example in Fig. 2.8). Normally, this would be a clear case of inheritance. In
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Figure 2.8: Example of Repeated Specification of the Same Properties

the current version, it was, e.g., not possible to indicate that a property of a class should
be inherited instead of being instantiated (either directly or deferred in case of an intrinsic
attribute). As a consequence, those features that are also required for instances of classes have
to be duplicated, leading to the well-known problems caused by redundancy.

RC10 It should be possible to indicate that certain properties of a class are to be inherited to
its instances.

Rationale: Inheriting features where it is appropriate enables preventing redundancy.
Note that inheriting properties is different from intrinsic properties. An intrinsic property
is not directly instantiated where it is defined, but only at the specified instantiation
level. An inherited property can be part of many classes. Therefore, it can be instantiated
multiple times. In an ideal case, the implementation of operations can be inherited, too
(as it would be the case with the example in Fig. 2.8).

Priority: high

In the current implementation, this problem is relaxed implicitly. Certain properties, such
as the attribute name, are defined with the central class in Xcore Class. Every class that is
defined with the FMMLx inherits through MetaClass from Class (see Fig. 2.1). However,
this approach works only for properties that are generic enough to be inherited to all classes of
an entire system.

RC11 Intrinsic properties must not be explicitly inherited, since they are passed to instances
anyway until the intended instantiation level is reached.

Rationale: Explicit inheritance of intrinsic properties would be redundant and would therefore
compromise the comprehensibility of a model.
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Name Class Problem
price Float a price could be negative or be unreasonable large
unit String any string could be used, typos would result in new units;

knowledge about converting units could not be incorporated
currency String any string could be used, typos would result in new currencies;

additional knowledge such as abbreviations, conversion of
currencies, etc. would not be included.

level Integer depending on the scale, the attribute may allow for a few
values only, e.g. 1 - 10; however, that cannot be expressed

multiplicity Integer would not allow for representing a symbol for unlimited such
as “*”

multiplicity Char would allow for representing a symbol for unlimited, however,
at the price to give up on arithmetics which are required for
checking upper bound against lower bound.

color String would allow for any string and would not allow for including
color-specific information such as a specific color model.

Table 2.1: Problems Caused by Inappropriate Semantics of Attribute Classes

Priority: high

2.1.6 Auxiliary (Meta-) Classes

Attributes are to a large extent specified with a small set of generic data types or classes. It
would be possible to define more specific classes for this purpose. However, many modellers
would regard that as too much effort. As a consequence, attributes remain underspecified
in most cases. This will usually create a threat to system integrity. The examples in Table 2.1
illustrate this problem.

RC12 The language should be extended with auxiliary classes that represent specific con-
cepts that are often needed. They include various units of measurement, currencies,
multiplicities, and, more specific, economic concepts such as price.

Rationale: The availability of thoroughly defined auxiliary classes contributes to model integrity
and modelling productivity.

Priority: high

RC13 The definition of specific auxiliary classes should be supported. That includes the
definition of classes which represent enumerations or ranges of elements of a certain
type/class.

Rationale: This is an incentive for software developers to define specific auxiliary classes and,
thus, to improve model and system integrity.
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Priority: high

The current implementation of the FMMLx includes already various auxiliary classes, but no
support for the definition of specific auxiliary classes.

2.1.7 Differentiation of Uni- and Bi-Directional Associations

From a conceptual perspective, there is no need to qualify an association as uni- or bi-directional.
However, as soon as a model is to be executed or mapped to code, a corresponding decision
has to be made.

RC14 The specification of an association should allow for defining whether the association is
bi-directional or uni-directional.

Rationale: Even though this information is required for implementation only, it should be
possible to add it to a conceptual model to prepare for a smooth transition to design and
implementation. This is even more the case for an executable modelling language like
the FMMLx , since there is no clear borderline between models and code anymore.

Priority: high

2.1.8 Support of Delegation

Delegation is an important concept to promote reuse and flexibility (Szyperski, Gruntz, and
Murer 2011). Its use in object-oriented languages is mainly motivated by counter-intuitive
effects of inheritance, which create a threat to system integrity. These effects are caused by
the fact that, different from logic and natural language, every object is of one and one class
only. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the problem caused by an inappropriate, yet intuitively correct use of
inheritance.

Delegation is an association between two classes, where the instances of one class serve as
delegators, the instances of the other class as delegatee objects. A delegator object “inherits” be-
haviour and state from the corresponding delegatee object. The example in Fig. 2.10 illustrates
the principle idea of delegation. Whenever an object of the class Student receives a message
it cannot respond to, the message is delegated to the corresponding delegatee object of the
Person. The object that is returned by the method in the object of the class Person is returned
to the object that initially sent the message to the delegator object. Therefore, the interface of
a delegator object is not only extended by the interface of a corresponding delegatee object,
but it also has access to the delegator’s state. Hence, delegation allows to mimic the semantics
of specialization in logic, where an object of class B, which is specialized from class A, is an
instance not only of B, but also of A. Delegation is not only useful to connect objects on M0, but
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Figure 2.9: Counter-Intuitive Effects of Inheritance

can be applied to classes on any classification level, too. A common use case for connecting
classes is the definition of a variant as a delegator of a core artefact (see Fig. 2.11)

RC15 Delegation should be enabled between classes on any classification level as a specific
association between two classes on any level.

Rationale: In object-oriented system, delegation is an important abstraction that allows to
compensate for misconceptions of inheritance.
Note that further, more specific, requirements would be needed for a comprehensive
specification of delegation. An elaborate analysis of delegation is subject of a further
publication that is currently under review. Apart from that, a preliminary implementation
of delegation exists already in the current version of the language implementation.

Priority: high

2.1.9 Support for the Specification of Further Association Types

Associations are of pivotal relevance for the design of languages and models. Currently,
association is not a meta-concept. The concept of an association is used, but not defined by
XCore. Hence, it does not allow for the instantiation of more specific association types. As a
consequence, there is only one generic kind of association provided with the current version of
the FMMLx . If an association is characterized by specific semantics, it has to be expressed by
additional constraints. It would be a clear improvement, if the language enabled the definition
of specific association types. These could be more general types like aggregation, composition,
and delegation. Note that delegation has been addressed by a dedicated requirements, because
of its outstanding relevance. Table 2.2 gives an overview of general and association types.

In addition to general association types, there are domain-specific association types. Their
semantics depends on domain-specific requirements, which may vary. Hence, the language
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Figure 2.10: Illustration of Delegation
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Figure 2.11: Different Instantiation Levels of an Intrinsic Association
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Name Description Semantics Variants Behaviour
interaction no specific seman-

tics
none, restricted to
cardinalities

state depen-
dency, e.g.,
marriage, sex

transparent cre-
ation of links

aggregation particular objects
that are part of an-
other object, e.g., a
wheel that is part
of a particular car

special case of in-
teraction

state de-
pendency;
dependent on
corresponding
composition,
e.g., restricted
to instances of
a certain class

transparent cre-
ation of links

composition an abstraction
over aggregation,
e.g., the con-
struction of a car
model may allow
for 1 .. * wheel
types

similar to aggrega-
tion, however, on
a different level of
abstraction (a type
is an aggregation
of other types)

state depen-
dency, e.g., any
type of wheel
that is certified
for a certain
speed

transparent cre-
ation of links in-
cluding owner-
ship

delegation transparently
access data or
behaviour of
another object

special case of
interaction; del-
egator delegates
behaviour (and,
hence, state) to
delegatee

state depen-
dency, e.g., age,
qualification,
authorization

transparent cre-
ation of links;
object cre-
ation; message
dispatch

delegation to
class

transparently
access data or
behaviour that
is common to
all instances of
a class, e.g., a
price of a product
exemplar that is
specified with the
corresponding
class

similar to delega-
tion, however on
a different level of
abstraction. Dele-
gator (object) dele-
gates behaviour to
its class

delegation may
be restricted to
classes that are
marked as dele-
gatees

transparent cre-
ation of links;
object creation;
message dis-
patch; requires
rules to define
dispatch order

documentation linking to an ob-
ject that needs to
be documented at
the time the link
was created

special case of
interaction (or
aggregation),
the linked ob-
ject must not be
changed during
the lifetime of the
association, e.g., a
product linked to
an invoice

partial doc-
umentation
only, e.g., in
an invoice,
documenta-
tion could be
restricted to
products

as soon as
the final state
of an object
that is to be
documented, is
committed, a
copy needs to
be created and
set to read-only
mode.

Table 2.2: Example Association Types
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Name Kinds of classes Description Variations
married to Person, Person marriage depends on cer-

tain requirements, e.g.,
sex, age

different constraints on sex,
multiplicities, age

holds Person, Driving Li-
cence

holding a driving licence
requires people to satisfy
certain requirements

constraints on min. and
max. age, gender, different
types of driving licences

reminder to Reminder, Cus-
tomer

depends on the existence
of a valid debt claim,
term of payment overdue

term of payment, differ-
ent kinds of debt claim, re-
minder charges, dunning
level

Table 2.3: Examples of Domain-Specific Association Types

should offer meta-association types that allow the creation of various association types of the
same kind. Also, the semantics of a domain-specific association type may depend on properties
of the associated classes. However, the names of these classes and the corresponding properties
may not be known in advance. Therefore, a language for the definition of specific association
types should allow for using these names for the instantiation of an association type. Table 2.3
illustrates the idea of domain-specific association types with a few examples.

RC16 The language should provide generic association types. At best, these types would be
instantiated from an association meta-type.

Rationale: Including generic association types promotes modelling productivity and model
integrity. Meta-association types provide modellers with more flexibility, since they allow
to vary the semantics of generic association types.

Priority: medium

RC17 It should be possible to define domain-specific association types. In order to cover
the variance of domain-specific association types, it could be helpful, if a language
provides meta-association types on a higher level, that would allow the instantiation of
meta-association types.

Rationale: The specification of domain-specific association types promotes model integrity.
Priority: medium

Challenge: The specification of meta-associations is very demanding, because association types
can hardly be defined on their own, that is, without regard to the classes they connect. For
meta-associations, that would require adequate meta-classes, which, however, can hardly be
predicted in advance.
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2.1.10 Multiplicities of Attributes

There are cases where an attribute may be represented by more than one object of the attribute’s
class. For example, a person may have more than one telephone number, a bicycle frame could
be painted with three different colours, etc.

RC18 It should be possible to specify multiplicities of attributes.

Rationale: Without this feature, it is hardly possible to adequately model cases where attributes
are characterized by more than one object of a certain class.
There are not too many cases, where this requirement is relevant.

Priority: medium

2.1.11 Deferred Instantiation of Attribute Classes

In the current version, an attribute needs to be specified by a class on M1. In most cases, this
proved to be sufficient. However, with the specification of higher level classes one may know
the existence of an intrinsic attribute without knowing its specific class. Instead, one may know
a meta-class the attribute’s class is instantiated from directly or indirectly, which corresponds
directly to the instantiation of classes involved in an intrinsic association. Fig. 2.12 shows
an example: we know that a bicycle frame is made of a certain material. Let us assume that
BicycleFrame is located on M3. It is then instantiated into different kinds of frames, such as
racing frame or mountain bike frame, which are subsequently instantiated into certain types of
frames. A bicycle frame in general is made of some kind of material, which could be expressed
by the class Material on M3. This meta class could then be instantiated into different kinds
of material, such as metal or synthetics, which could be further instantiated into, e.g., steel,
aluminum or carbon. The example in Fig. 2.12 shows the instantiation down to a certain alloy
of aluminum on M0. Note that one could also argue for placing it on M1, because it rather
represents a sort or type than a particular object. However, since it cannot be instantiated
further, one might, for pragmatic reasons, decide placing it on M0.

RC19 It should be possible to specify intrinsic attributes through classes on levels higher than
M1 together with an intended instantiation level of those classes.

Rationale: There are cases where it is not possible to clearly specify the class an intrinsic at-
tribute will have at the level where it is supposed to be instantiated.
Due to our experience with the current version of the FMMLx the lack of deep instantia-
tion of attributes was not a major shortcoming.

Priority: low
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of Deep Instantiation of Attributes

2.1.12 Specification of Dependencies between Model Elements

The more semantics included in a model, the better are the chances to have it properly in-
terpreted by a machine and to modify without compromising its integrity. Sometimes, the
analysis of model elements requires additional information, which cannot be expressed by a
modelling language.

Properties of a class in a multi-level system may serve different purposes. An attribute that is
instantiated in a class may represent properties of that class, a property value shared by all
instances of the class, or constraints on possible property values within instances. The example
in Fig. 2.13 illustrates this issue with respect to attributes. The attribute minQualityLevel is
instantiated with all instances and serves the specification of a constraint on possible values of
instances of these instances (all types of printers in that system). The attribute serialNum,
though being an intrinsic attribute, is supposed to be instantiated in individual values for each
instance (particular printers). Finally, attributes like pagesPerMin are to be instantiated into
values that are shared by all instances of the class a particular value was assigned to.
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Similar distinctions can be made for operations. The values delivered or used by access
operations would represent corresponding aspects. Associations may also be used to create
links between an object (e.g., representing a country) and a class (e.g., representing a specific
product type), where the link is semantically shared by all its instances.

RC20 The new version should allow for clearly distinguishing between attributes that are
regularly instantiated into individual values of instances, that are instantiated into values
of instances that actually represent common values of their instances, and those that
serve the specification of constraints on attribute values. At the same time, corresponding
access operations should be qualified accordingly.

Rationale: These different kind of properties have specific semantics that would be lost, if there
was no way to express it somehow, which in turn could compromise the integrity of
systems.
This requirement is fairly easy to satisfy and promises clear benefits.

Priority: high

There are also different kinds of operations. Generic categories of operations include instantia-
tion, read access, write access, update or release. Furthermore, there are domain-specific categories
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of operations, e.g., debit, booking, planning, etc. If an operation is supplemented with informa-
tion about the categories it belongs to, more meaningful analysis is enabled. Furthermore, it
can contribute to model integrity. If, e.g., all booking operations of a ERP system need to be up-
dated due to new requirements, a corresponding category would make sure to find all affected
operations. This would foster maintainability, and as a consequence, system integrity.

RC21 It should be possible to assign categories to operations.

Rationale: Distinguishing categories of operations enables more meaningful model queries and
fosters models integrity.

Priority: high

Like most modelling languages, the FMMLx does not allow for expressing certain dependencies
between model elements. Access operations are particularly challenging with respect to model
changes. The name of an access operation will usually reflect the name of the attribute it refers
to, or the name of an associated class, the objects of which are accessed by an operation. If
attributes or associations are deleted or modified, the corresponding access attributes need to
be deleted or modified, too. A common approach to find the affected operations depends on
naming conventions. While naming conventions are useful to foster the readability of a model,
depending on them for finding affected operations is not entirely satisfactory. First, it would
not allow to use names for operations other than those defined by the naming conventions.
Second, it would require searching for a certain name pattern in all operations of a class. If the
representation of an operation is augmented by the specification of the attribute or associated
class it allows to access (in addition to the type of access), finding affected operations would be
clearly more convenient.

RC22 It should be possible to link access operations to the objects they refer to, such as
attributes or associations.

Rationale: This additional information would facilitate the updating of operations after relevant
aspects of the reference object had been changed.

Priority: high

Dependencies may also exist between associations, which recommends making them explicit,
too.

RC23 The new version should support the specification of an association as dependant of
another one. That is, the instantiation of the dependant association must not happen
without the association it depends on being instantiated, too.

Rationale: Including a corresponding concept in the language does not only free modellers
from the specification of a corresponding constraint, it also increases the likelihood that
the dependency is explicitly modelled at all.
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Figure 2.14: Illustration of Association Specialization with the UML

Priority: medium

In addition generic dependencies, there may be more specific kinds of dependencies between
associations. A known example of this kind is so called association specialization in the UML.
If an association A1 is specialized from another association A0 between the classes C1 and
C2, then the A1 connects C1 and C2, too, or subclasses of the two (OMG 2010, p. 112). The
idea is that the set of links instantiated from the specialized association is a subset of the links
instantiated from the generalized association. Fig. 2.14 illustrates this idea.

However, this would not be the case for specialized associations that connect subclasses of
the classes connected by the generalized association, since in object-oriented systems where
an object is of one and only one class, an instance of a subclass cannot be an instance of a
superclass at the same time. Therefore, the UML specification of association specialization is
not satisfactory. Instead of allowing for subclasses in the specialized association, delegation
would be a better choice (see Fig. 2.15). The class StudentAssistant defines roles (delega-
tors) of the role filler (delegatee) class Student. Every instance of StudentAssistant is
linked to exactly one corresponding instance of Student, and has transparent access to its
state. Therefore, the instances of a role class can be seen as a subset of the instances of the
corresponding role filler class. To be more precise: the instances the role filler class, instances
of the role class are connected to, are a subset of all instances of the role filler class. In this case,
association specialization would imply the constraint that only those instances of a role class
may be connected to instances of the associated class that are connected to instances of role
filler class that participates in the generalized association.

RC24 It should be possible to express a specialization of an association as an association
between the same classes that are part of the generalized association.

Rationale: There is need for this specific kind of dependency. Providing a corresponding
concept with the language contributes to productivity and integrity.

Priority: medium

RC25 If the specialization of associations demands for subclasses of classes involved in the
generalized association, the use of delegation should be supported. That means that the
following constraint is enforced: only those instances of a role class may be linked to
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Figure 2.15: Association Specialization and Delegation
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Figure 2.16: Illustration of Dependency from an Association on a Higher Level

instances of the associated class the corresponding instance of the role filler class are
linked to.

Rationale: Supporting this specific kind of association specialization should support modelling
convenience and model integrity.

Priority: medium

In multi-level systems, dependencies may exist between associations on different levels. The
example in Fig. 2.16 shows two intrinsic associations between a class representing types of
professional racing bicycles and a class that represents types of light weight racing forks.
On M1, that is on the level of particular types, a fork type may be associated with multiple
bicycle types, et vice versa. On M0, each object representing a particular racing bike linked
to exactly one object representing a particular fork. Apparently, the existence of these two
associations recommends the interpretation that only such a fork can be mounted to a bike
the type of which is in the set of fork types associated with the type of the bike. This is indeed
the intended semantics of the shown intrinsic associations. However, it is not sufficiently
defined by two associations with one association on one level higher than the other one. It
is not unambiguously defined that the association part of corresponds to the higher level
association composed of.
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Figure 2.17: Illustration of Ambiguity Related to Associations in Multi-Level Models

The slightly modified example in Fig. 2.17 makes this ambiguity more obvious. Without
further constraints, the formal semantics do not define clearly whether part of corresponds
to composed of or to certified for. At the same time it also illustrates the need for
association specialization on higher levels of classification. Apparently, it would make sense to
specify composed of as a specialization of certified for.

RC26 The new version of the FMMLx should allow for defining dependencies between associ-
ations on different classification levels. In particular, it should be possible to define an
association on level m as a refinement of an association on level m+1.

Rationale: This concept allows preventing ambiguities arising from intrinsic associations (see
example in Fig. 2.17).

Priority: high

2.2 Analysis and Management of Models

Management and analysis of a model depend chiefly on the information represented in a
model. In the current version, model management was not accounted for because it is not part
of the core language specification. However, with respect to the design of modelling tools,
management and analysis of models are important. To support the analysis and management
of models, concepts are required that, among others, enable sophisticated (statistical) analysis
on models, and support advanced model navigation as well as queries on models. Furthermore,
there should be concepts that allow for user management, backtracking of a model’s history,
and the management of model versions.

2.2.1 Model Analysis

The Xmodeler does not only feature a complete programming language (XOCL) but also a
comprehensive extension of classes with numerous methods that facilitate elaborate model
analysis. The following examples show how to create reports on a model Products:
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Object Operation Returns
Model averageNumOfAttributes() average number of attributes per class without

inherited attributes
Model averageNumOfAllAttributes() average number of attributes per class including

inherited attributes
Model averageNumOfIntrinsicAttributes() average number of attributes per class without

inherited attributes
Model highestClassificationLevel() highest classification level of all classes
Model averageClassificationLevel() average classification level of all classes
Model allDependentModels() all models that depend on the model
Class allOf() all classes and meta-classes of a class up to the root

class
Class allTransInstances() all instances of a class and all instances of instances

down to M0
Class intrinsicAttributes() intrinsic attributes of a class without inherited at-

tributes
Class allIntrinsicAttributes() intrinsic attributes of a class with inherited at-

tributes

Table 2.4: Examples of Operations to Support Model Analysis

Products . c l a s s e s . s i z e ( ) re turns the number of c l a s s e s
d : = 0 ; Products . c l a s s e s−>c o l l e c t ( c | d:= d + c . a t t r i b u t e s . s i z e ( ) ) ;

r e turns number of a l l a t t r i b u t e s

While XOCL is powerful, more complex analysis scenarios require a considerable amount
of coding. Providing operations that address relevant analysis scenarios with the language
would contribute not only to making model analysis more convenient, but also more reliable.
The current version of XCore and the FMMLx offer already a few operations of this kind,
e.g., allInstances that delivers the set of all instances of a class. Multi-level models are
more complex than one-level models, which demands for additional types of analysis. The
operations in Table 2.4 illustrate how model analysis could be supported with dedicated
operations. Note that the list is not comprehensive.

In addition to operations that address particular analysis needs, it would be helpful to simplify
the use of XOCL for retrieval purposes through the specification of a more focused retrieval
language that accounts for peculiarities of multi-level models. The following queries serve
to illustrate the idea through a few examples. That does not mean that the required query
language should feature a corresponding concrete syntax.

a l l o b j e c t s of <c l a s s name> where <a t t r i b u t e name>. value > value
a l l c l a s s e s where <a t t r i b u t e name> = S t r i n g
aggregate a l l <a t t r i b u t e name>. value of <c l a s s name>
average of a l l <a t t r i b u t e name>. value of <c l a s s name>
s t a n d a r d d e v i t a t i o n of a l l <a t t r i b u t e name>. value of <c l a s s name>
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a l l c l a s s e s t h a t implement <operat ion name>
a l l operat ions t h a t send message <operat ion name>

RT1 The language should include operations for advanced model analysis. That comprises
the creation of model statistics including those relevant for multi-level models.

Rationale: Writing code to analyse models will often be regarded as too time-consuming.
Adding respective operations as a default interface to models and to all classes makes
model analysis more convenient and more reliable.

Priority: high

RT2 The language should be supplemented by a specific query language that allows querying
all properties of a multi-level model and that is clearly easier to use than the XOCL.

Rationale: Queries on multi-level models are of crucial importance not only with regard to
traditional model analysis, but also for retrieving objects and object values on all classifi-
cation levels covered by a multi-level model.
The upcoming, multi-level version of the XOCL will allow querying all aspects of a
multi-level model. However, it may be useful to define a more specific language, as well
as additional tools that enable more convenient queries.

Priority: medium

2.2.2 Support for Changes

Conceptual models evolve over time. Corresponding changes are not a problem as long as they
are monotonic and do not produce any side-effects, such as adding an attribute to a class in a
traditional object-oriented model. All other cases require specific support by a modelling tool
to prevent inconsistencies. Since multi-level modelling introduces additional dependencies,
changes are clearly more challenging than in the traditional paradigm. Even adding a property
may create a problem. If, for example, an intrinsic attribute is added to a class, that may have
an effect not only to its direct instances, but also to instances of its instances. But even if a
regular property is added, this may require major changes (see example in Fig. 3.2). A complete
analysis of possible changes and approaches to handle them goes beyond the scope of this
report. Therefore, only a few selected requirements will be proposed here.

RT3 A modelling tool should support adding properties, both regular and intrinsic. This
includes accounting for possible side-effects.

Rationale: Adding properties is a regular operation during the development of a model.
Priority: high
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RT4 A modelling tool should support deleting properties, both regular and intrinsic. This
includes accounting for possible side-effects.

Rationale: Deleting properties is a regular operation during the development of a model.
Priority: high

RT5 A modelling tool should support the modification of properties, both regular and intrinsic.
Modifications relate to the name of a property as well as its specification. Again, possible
side-effects need to be accounted for, too.

Rationale: The modification of properties is a regular operation during the development of
a model. While it could be realized through deleting a property in the original class
and adding it in a new class, it is clearly more convenient to provide moving as a single
operation.

Priority: high

RT6 A modelling tool should support moving properties, both regular and intrinsic, from one
class within a hierarchy to another one.

Rationale: Moving properties from one class within a hierarchy to another one is an operation
that is required occasionally.

Priority: high

Note that new requirements such as contingent instantiation levels of properties (RC2, RC3),
multiplicities of attributes (RC18), or deferred instantiation of attribute classes (RC19) substan-
tially increase the complexity of changing properties.

RT7 A modelling tool should allow for changing an object’s classification level without com-
promising the integrity of a model.

Rationale: During the development of a model the classification hierarchy may have to be
modified. That includes deleting levels or inserting classes between existing levels.

Priority: high

Again, new requirements such as the demand for contingent level classes (RC1) add complexity
to this kind of change operations.

Challenge: Changes applied to multi-level models may have multiple effects that may not be
directly obvious. Some of these effects can be handled automatically by a tool, others require
user input. In any case, a modelling tool needs to cover all possible changes appropriately. That
requires a more specific requirements analysis and the thorough design and implementation of
operations that handle changes.
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2.2.3 Model History

Sometimes it is important to know previous states or versions of a model or of model elements
respectively. At best, it would be possible to roll back to a previous state of a model. There are
different options to support a rollback to a previous version. All states of every model element
are stored together with a time stamp that defines the time of their creation. If, for example, an
attribute of a class is changed, a new version of the class would be created. Instead of storing
the entire model element, only those parts could be stored that were actually changed. In that
case, a new version of the attribute would be created, and the old one would be stored. In
addition, it is possible that any state change is recorded, or that only those states/versions are
stored that were explicitly marked as such.

RT8 The language should allow for adding meta data that is relevant for storing a model’s
history.

Rationale: This is the prerequisite for keeping track of previous model states.
Priority: high

RT9 A modelling tool should allow for explicitly defining model versions and support the
rollback to previous versions.

Rationale: The explicit definition of versions enables the modeller to define those states that
represent a relevant step in the evolution of a model. As a consequence, browsing through
the history of previous model states should be more clearly and more convenient.

Priority: high

Alternatively, it is conceivable that the state of a model is stored at a certain frequency, e.g.,
every 30 seconds. However, in any case, modelers should be provided with the option to
define a particular state as a version.

RT10 A modelling tool should support the rollback to previous versions.

Rationale: This is an important feature in case one wants to reconstruct the evolution of a model
or to continue with a previous version after it turned out that it is more appropriate than
the current version.

Priority: medium

RT11 Modelling tools should provide support for detecting the delta of two model versions.

Rationale: This feature helps to analyse the evolution of a model and to compare two versions
in particular.

Priority: medium
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Figure 2.18: Illustration of How to Represent Inherited Properties

2.2.4 Information Filtering

Models can become complex. Therefore, a tool should allow for reducing the complexity
of their representation. A common approach to accomplish this is providing filters, which
allow to fade out and fade in information upon request. The current version of the Xmodeler
provides information filtering already, e.g., to hide or show class properties. The specific
features of the FMMLx demand for additional filters, which are addressed by the following
requirements. The rationale for all these requirements is basically the same, namely to allow
for adapting the complexity of a representation to users’ needs.

RT12 It should be possible to fade in/out intrinsic properties such as intrinsic attributes,
operations and associations.

Rationale:
Priority: medium

RT13 It should be possible to fade in/out inherited properties such as intrinsic attributes,
operations and associations. As a default, inherited properties are not shown. However,
it can be useful to present them. In that case, inherited properties should be marked as
such. See illustration of possible realization in Fig. 2.18.

Rationale:
Priority: medium

RT14 It should be possible to fade in/out operations that are available through delegation.
In case these operations are shown, they should be marked as such. See illustration of
possible realization in Fig. 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: Illustration of How to Represent Operations Available Through Delegation
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Figure 2.20: Illustration of How to Represent Operations Available Through Delegation to Class

Rationale:
Priority: medium

RT15 It should be possible to fade in/out operations that are available through delegation to
class. If these operations are shown, they should be marked as such. See illustration of
possible realization in Fig. 2.20.

Rationale:
Priority: medium

In general, a tool should allow for the definition of representation preferences in a user profile.
However, it should be possible to modify visibility when working with a model.
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2.2.5 Compensation for Lack of Static Typing

The FMMLx is an executable language. This is because it is an instance of Xcore and embedded
in the Xmodeler. The flexibility of this integrated meta-modelling and meta-programming
environment results in part from the choice of dynamic typing. It does not only facilitate a
powerful implementation of delegation, but supports versatile introspection, too. While the
use of the FMMLx benefits from dynamic typing, the lack of static typing has its downside, too,
because it reduces the information content of code. The following example queries illustrate
this shortcoming.

Search for a l l c l a s s e s , the i n s t a n c e s of which send the message m1
to o b j e c t s of the c l a s s c .

The analysis of code allows identifying all operations and, hence, all classes, that implement
sending a message by the signature of m1. However, the code does not allow to unambiguously
determine whether the message is sent to an instance of class c.

Search for a l l c l a s s e s , the o b j e c t s of which r e c e i v e messages from
o b j e c t s of the c l a s s c .

This is an extended version of the previous query, since it requires collecting all messages sent
by objects of the class c.

RT16 A modelling tool that features dynamic typing should compensate for the lack of static
typing. This could be achieved by adding information to code.

Rationale: If the representation of code is ambiguous, the analysis of large models can be
painful and produce serious threats to system integrity.

Priority: medium

2.2.6 Model Completion

Since the FMMLx is executable, the specification and implementation of operations is of
significant relevance. The creation of a model includes various routine tasks. This is the case,
too, for mapping a model to code. A typical example of routine tasks is the creation of access
operations.

That includes the definition of operation interfaces according to conventions (see examples
in Figures 2.21, 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24), the creation of code and the realization of links to the
elements that are subject of an access operation (see Fig. 2.23)
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<getter> <attribute name> ‘():’ <attribute class/type name> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

   Example: getFirstName(): String

<setter> <attribute name> ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ <name of attribute class> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

   Example: setFirstName (n: String)

<getter> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

     Example: getDepartment(): Department

<setter> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

     Example: setDepartment (d: Department)

<remover> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromDepartments(): Department

<adder> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToDepartments (d: Department)

<remover> <attribute name> ‘():’ < name of attribute class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromColors(): Color

<adder> <attribute name>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of attribute class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToColors (c: Color)

Figure 2.21: Construction of Access Operations for Attributes with Multiplicity 1..1

<getter> <attribute name> ‘():’ <attribute class/type name> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

   Example: getFirstName(): String

<setter> <attribute name> ‘(‘ <varName> ‘:’ <attribute class/type name> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

   Example: setFirstName (n: String)

<getter> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

     Example: getDepartment(): Department

<setter> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

     Example: setDepartment (d: Department)

<remover> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromDepartments(): Department

<adder> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToDepartments (d: Department)

<remover> <attribute name> ‘():’ < name of attribute class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromColors(): Color

<adder> <attribute name>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of attribute class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToColors (c: Color)

Figure 2.22: Construction of Access Operations for Attributes with Max. Cardinality > 1

<getter> <attribute name> ‘():’ <attribute class/type name> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

   Example: getFirstName(): String

<setter> <attribute name> ‘(‘ <varName> ‘:’ <attribute class/type name> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

   Example: setFirstName (n: String)

<getter> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

     Example: getDepartment(): Department

<setter> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

     Example: setDepartment (d: Department)

<remover> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromDepartments(): Department

<adder> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToDepartments (d: Department)

<remover> <attribute name> ‘():’ < name of attribute class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromColors(): Color

<adder> <attribute name>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of attribute class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToColors (c: Color)

Figure 2.23: Construction of Access Operations for linked Objects with Multiplicity 1..1
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<getter> <attribute name> ‘():’ <attribute class/type name> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

   Example: getFirstName(): String

<setter> <attribute name> ‘(‘ <varName> ‘:’ <attribute class/type name> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

   Example: setFirstName (n: String)

<getter> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<getter> := ‘get’

     Example: getDepartment(): Department

<setter> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<setter> := ‘set’ 

     Example: setDepartment (d: Department)

<remover> <name of pointer variable> ‘():’ < name of associated class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromDepartments(): Department

<adder> <name of pointer variable>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of associated class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToDepartments (d: Department)

<remover> <attribute name> ‘():’ < name of attribute class> ‘()’

<remover> := ‘removeFrom’

     Example: removeFromColors(): Color

<adder> <attribute name>  ‘(‘ <paramName> ‘:’ < name of attribute class> ‘)’ 

<adder> := ‘addTo’ 

     Example: addToColors (c: Color)

Figure 2.24: Construction of Access Operations for linked Objects with Max. Cardinality > 1

RT17 A modelling tool should support the generation of access methods according to adapt-
able policies.

Rationale: Generating access operations decreases development costs and contributes to com-
prehensibility and integrity of models and software.

Priority: high

2.2.7 User Management

Often, models will be developed an used by more than one person. Therefore, a modelling tool
should support some kind of user management. That includes the creation and management
of profiles and assigning modifications of models to users.

RT18 A modelling tool should support the creation of user profiles. A user profile stores user’s
visualization preferences, which include font sizes, colour, the layout of window frames,
etc.

Rationale: Adapting the representation of a model to individual preferences allows creating a
more convenient and possibly more efficient environment. It is an unnecessary burden
for users, if they have to specify their preferences each time they use a model (or an
instance of the tool) that is used by others, too.

Priority: medium

RT19 With respect to keeping track of the evolution of a model, a tool should also store the
users that were responsible for a certain modification.

Rationale: Sometimes, it is useful to find out who made certain modelling decisions, especially,
if they seem unclear or inappropriate.

Priority: medium
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Further aspects of user management could address the definition of access rights. Access rights
could be defined for an entire model, for certain aspects of a model, or for certain operations
on models. Currently, we do not intend to support multi-user editing of models. Therefore,
these aspects of user management are of low priority only.

2.3 Concrete Syntax

The traditional distinction between general-purpose modelling language (GPML) and domain-
specific modelling language (DSML) cannot be directly applied to the FMMLx . On the one
hand, the FMMLx is a meta modelling language, since is supposed to be used for the spec-
ification of any kind of language. That would qualify it as a GPML or, more precisely, as a
general purpose meta-modelling language. Only the languages that are specified with the
FMMLx would then be domain-specific. On the other hand, however, the FMMLx does not
have to be restricted to a meta-modelling language. Instead, it can be used to create multi-level
models that also include domain-specific concepts – usually on lower levels of classification.
As a consequence, it is conceivable to use different notations with the FMMLx . On more
generic, that is, higher levels of classification, one could use a notation that lacks any reference
to specific domain concepts. On lower levels, notations could be used that refer to common
visualizations of domain-specific concepts. However, even though the lower levels could be
modelled with the FMMLx , it is more appropriate to leave them to domain-specific languages,
which in turn would be specified with the FMMLx . Therefore, the notation of the FMMLx is
generic, that is, it does not account for a specific visualization of domain-specific concepts.

It is challenging to develop requirements for the (generic) concrete syntax of a multi-level
modelling language. This is for two main reasons. First, by their very nature, the concepts of
such a language are not only rather abstract, but they also go beyond concepts of traditional
object-oriented modelling. Second, the preferences for certain visualizations are not inde-
pendent of previous experiences. The group of researchers that is familiar with the previous
version of the FMMLx , and that has been involved in its development, is probably biased,
both with respect to the concepts it offers and its notation. Researchers that were involved
in the development of other languages for multi-level modelling are likely to be biased, too.
Therefore, the following requirements will reflect subjective preferences. The only way to relax
the effect of subjective preferences is to aim at comprehensible justifications of requirements,
e.g., by refering to more general principles.

RN1 The notation should be in line with widespread notations of conceptual modelling
languages. That recommends to use shapes for the representation of classes similar to
those used with the UML. This is especially the case for the representation of classes on
M1, because they are typically subject of traditional object models.
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Rationale: The use of familiar representations is likely to promote the understandability of
multi-level models.

Priority: high

RN2 The notation should build on that of the previous version of the FMMLx and account for
critical feedback on the previous notation at the same time.

Rationale: The previous notation resulted from a long process of developing, using, and
improving multi-level modelling languages. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume
that it is regarded as widely appropriate by those who used it. At the same time, certain
aspects of the notation were subject of critical comments that should be accounted for.

Priority: medium

RN3 The additional concepts defined with the new version of the FMMLx , e.g., contingent-
level classes, should be represented clearly.

Rationale: This requirement is a direct consequence of the general demand for understandabil-
ity of models.

Priority: high

RN4 The representation of classification levels should follow certain design guidelines.

Rationale: In the previous version, the colours used for distinguishing classification levels were
chosen in a widely arbitrary manner, which made it difficult to memorize what level a
specific colour represented.

Priority: medium

A possible approach to satisfy this requirement could be to use colours according to their
position in the colour spectrum. In addition, it would be helpful, if the corresponding grey-
scale representations were characterized by a step-wise increasing lightness. With respect to
requirement RN4 and the long-standing use of black as background colour of classes on M1,
the application of the colour spectrum would start on M2 only. Note that this requirement
would, in part, be in conflict with requirement RN4.
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3 Terminology

It is the purpose of a technical terminology to promote effective and efficient communication.
Therefore, the concepts it provides should adequately narrow the range of possible interpre-
tations and allow for expressing relevant differences. Multi-level modelling can be seen as
new paradigm, both for conceptual modelling and for software development in general. It
changes the traditional approach to object-oriented modelling in a way that requires modellers
to rethink the way how they perceive and conceptualize a domain, and what they learned
about modelling languages. The most important sign of a new paradigm is the fact that the
terminology of a previous paradigm is not sufficient and/or misleading. Based on an analysis
of these terminological challenges, I will propose a new terminology that is suited to cope with
the peculiarities of multi-level modelling.

3.1 Misleading Application of Current Terminology

The concepts class and object are at the core of the object-oriented paradigm. It makes sense
to use them for multi-level modelling, too, because they serve a similar purpose. However,
they have to be extended. First, in multi-level models, every class is an object at the same
time. Second, the classification level of classes is not limited. The conceptualization of classes
in multi-level systems is, however, different, because they allow for properties that are not
defined for direct instances only. This feature has a substantial impact on two terms that are
also essential for the traditional paradigm, classification and instantiation. In the traditional
paradigm, a class can be conceptually regarded as an abstraction that specifies the extension of
all objects of the same kind. The types of its properties, that is, of its attributes and the classes it
is associated to, define this extension. Hence, instantiation means to select an element out of this
set. As a consequence, the instances of a class cannot be further instantiated. This is different
for classes in multi-level systems. Since a class may have intrinsic properties, the extension of
its direct instances is not defined by the carthesian product of the sets specified with the types
of its attributes or associated classes. Instead, intrinsic properties are inherited to its instances,
apart from those that are to be instantiated on the level below. Not only that instantiation in
multi-level systems can be different from instantiation in traditional object-oriented systems, it
also seems to violate an iron law of the traditional paradigm, that is, the strict dichotomy of
instantiation and specialization. On closer inspection, multi-level modelling does not allow for
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Figure 3.1: Examples of Instantiation with Intrinsic Attributes

applying instantiation and specialization simultaneously, at least as long as specialization is
regarded to satisfy the substituability constraint (Liskov and Wing 1994). Instead, it allows
for combining instantiation and inheritance. Inheriting properties is a prerequisite of deep
instantiation.

Since classification and instantiation in multi-level modelling are not equivalent to the corre-
sponding terms in the traditional paradigm, it is misleading to apply these terms to multi-level
modelling without differentiation. Example a) in Fig. 3.1 shows the instantiation of a class in a
multi-level system. The class Frame is located on M3. Its regular attributes are instantiated and
initialized within the instance RacingFrame on M2, while the intrinsic attributes are inherited
to RacingFrame. Example b) shows a similar constellation. However, all intrinsic attributes
are to be instantiated with the direct instances of the class CityTourer. Therefore, the class
could equivalently be specified without intrinsic attributes. Nevertheless, it is different from
an instantiation in the traditional paradigm, because an attribute is added to the instance.

The example in Fig. 3.2 illustrates a specific challenge related to classification and instantiation
in multi-level systems. The instantiation of the class CityBike on M3 should not qualify as an
instantiation in a multi-level system, because not a single attribute is instantiated with would-
be instances such as ElectricCityBike. Therefore, ElectricCityBike should rather be
specialized from CityBike, which recommends assigning them to the same classification
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Figure 3.2: Instantiation Replaced by Inheritance

level, which is M2 in the example. However, the specification of a class may change over
time. If CityBike is extended later by a regular attribute such as integratedLock, which
should be instantiated on M2, specialization would not be adequate any longer. Therefore,
this example underlines the need for a tool to support extensive, and challenging, change
operations.

To avoid confusion, a terminology for multi-level modelling requires specific concepts of class,
object as well as of instantiation and classification. As a consequence, the notion of classification
level needs to be adapted to the peculiarities of multi-level modelling, too. Furthermore, the
semantics of inheritance needs to be adapted, since inheritance relationships can be defined
between classes on different levels of classification.

3.2 Limitations of Current Terminology

The concepts used in the traditional paradigm are not sufficient to directly represent ideas
of multi-level models. A major reason for this restriction is the fact that instantiation and
classification may evolve over multiple levels without being transitive. This is different from
generalization/specialization hierarchies. If we, for example, want to denominate the set of
classes that are part of the entire specialization hierarchy below the class c, we could use an
expression like “all subclasses of c”, since every class in the hierarchy, no matter on what level,
would qualify as a subclass of c.

The existing terminology would not allow to directly express sets of objects that were in-
stantiated across multiple levels. It is even extremely cumbersome to describe such as set
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of Relaxed and Restricted Concept of Instantiation

appropriately. Take, for example, the hierarchy in Fig. 3.3. The hierarchy classes below the class
A are all instances of A plus all instances of all instances of A plus all instances of all instances
of all instances of A. Obviously, the complexity of expressions like these is a serious obstacle to
communication.

A further, less demanding problem related to the terms class and object. Every class is an
object, but not every object qualifies as class. In the traditional paradigm, objects that are not
classes at the same time, can usually be referred to as objects, because classes are not regarded
as objects, or as instances. Both options do not work for multi-level systems. However, it is
cumbersome to use an expression like “objects that cannot be instantiated”. At the same time,
it would be ambiguous, to, because it holds for abstract classes, too.

Other terminological issues relate to the ambiguity of “meta”. In the old paradigm it usually
serves to name classes on M2. In multi-level modelling, every class above M1 may qualify as a
meta-class. Therefore, the term is unambiguous only in relation to a particular level.

3.3 Proposal for Specialized Terminology

The description of the proposed terminology is not intended to be comprehensive, because
concepts that are known from the traditional paradigm are not defined anymore.

Class: A class is an object. It may have superclasses. If a language allows for multiple inheri-
tance, it may have many superclasses. Otherwise, it must not have more than one superclass.
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Note that the restriction to one superclass may be relaxed, if the language architecture makes
use of a core (meta-) class that serves as a transparent superclass for all classes in a model.
A class is defined through properties. A property is either an attribute, an association, or an
operation.

Intrinsic Property: An intrinsic property is specified by an instantiation level that defines the
level where it is to be instantiated. The intended instantiation level has to be lower than 𝑙 − 1,
where l is the level of the class where the intrinsic property is first defined.

Inherited from Root Class: This term refers to RC10. Such a property is implicitly inherited from
a root or core class that serves as a superclass of all classes in a multi-level system. For example,
an attribute name is usually needed in every class. A further example would be an operation
like allInstances().

Object: Every object is of exactly one class. It has a state. The state of an object is defined by
its properties (in case, the object is a class), the objects or values instantiated from the classes
or types of its attributes, and references to external objects, which are instances of classes, the
object’s class may be associated with. Usually, but not necessarily, objects enforce encapsulation.
From a conceptual perspective, that means that objects and values that where instantiated from
attribute classes or types, do not have an identity independent of the object.

Intrinsic Instantiation: To avoid misinterpretation, the term “intrinsic instantiation” can be used
instead of “instantiation”. It represents the creation of an instance from a class, which, in
addition to the instantiation of properties, may also include inherited intrinsic properties. A
more precise definition of intrinsic instantiation is subject of the language specification. In
particular, it needs to be decided whether it should be possible to add properties to an instance
(if the instance is a class). The examples in Fig. 3.4 illustrate these options. The intrinsic
instantiation a) is restricted to properties specified in the (meta) class. In the instance, the
property types are instantiated or, in case of intrinsic properties, inherited from the (meta)
class. With example b), the instantiated class adds a further property. While that clearly
adds flexibility, it is doubtful whether it should be allowed for. It is an essential aspect of
classification that a class defines the extension of its instances. That would be still the case with
option a). In case of option b), however, an indefinite number of properties could be added.
Hence, the class would no longer specify the extension of its instances. Example c) shows how
the intended class in b) could be specified by specializing the instance in a).

Intrinsic Classification: The term “intrinsic classification” can be used instead of “classification”.
It represents the creation of a class that represents a set of objects that are of the same kind. In
addition to abstracting possible object states to class properties, intrinsic classification may also
comprise the generalisation of object properties (in case the object is a class).
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of Flavours of Intrinsic Instantiation

Level: The level of an object serves to define how many times it can be (intrinsicly) instantiated.
To avoid misinterpretation, the levels should not be indicated with an “M” as in the traditional
paradigm, but with “ML” instead. Furthermore, the integer that indicates the level should be
print in subscript to improve readability.

Specialization: A class can be specialized into more specific classes, which means that it inherits
all its properties to its subclasses. Its state is not inherited. Specialization is restricted to classes
on the same level. Note that this restriction does not apply to inheriting properties from a root
class.

Generalization: Classes can be generalized to superclasses. In case of single generalization a
class must not have more than one superclass. If a language (such as the FMMLx ) allows
for multiple generalization, it may have multiple superclasses. Generalization is the inverse
operation to specialization.

Basic Object: An object that is located on level ML0 can be referred to as “basic object”. It must
not have properties and cannot be instantiated.

Abstract Class: An abstract class can exist on every level above ML0. It must not be instantiated.
Its sole purpose is to allow for a generalization over similar classes.
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Contingent Level Class: A contingent level class does not have a definite level. Its class must
be contingent, too. It can be intrinsicly instantiated to contingent classes or to regular objects
on every level. It depends on the chosen notion of intrinsic instantiation whether the level
of objects a contingent class can be instantiated to depends on its properties. If intrinsic
instantiation of a class is restricted to inheritance of intrinsic properties and the instantiation
of objects or values from properties of that class, the highest level of an object an contingent
level class can be instantiated to, would be determined by the highest instantiation level of its
intrinsic properties. If that option is chosen, contingent level classes must include contingent
level properties. Otherwise, their level would not be contingent, but determined by their
properties.

Contingent Level Property: A contingent level property does not have a unique instantiation
level. Its instantiation level can be any level p with 𝑝 < 𝑙 − 1, where l is the level of the class
that defines the property.

Meta Class on Level: The term “meta class of c on level n” is used to refer to the class on MLn in
the hierarchy of meta classes of a class c. The direct class of c would be referred to as “class of
c”.

Hierarchy of Classes: The term “hierarchy of classes of c” is used to refer to the list of (meta-)
classes of c.

Instance Tree: All instances and indirect instances of a class c are referred to as “instance tree of
c”. All direct instances are called “all instances” or “all intrinsic instances”.
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4 Conclusions

The design of any complex artefact demands for a thorough analysis of requirements. In case
of a modelling language requirements are harder to identify than for application systems. This
is even more so for a multi-level modelling language, because it is part of a new paradigm. Not
only that few users are aware of this new paradigm. In addition, the ideas of how to evolve it
are still not consolidated. Against this background, the analysis of requirements for multi-level
modelling languages is a remarkable challenge. Clearly more than with any other requirements
analysis, it cannot be expected to be complete. Furthermore, it may turn out that some of the
presuppositions that motivated requirements need to be revised. However, at the same time,
this situation creates also an opportunity. To further promote the research field of multi-level
modelling, it is important to consolidate and eventually unify foundational concepts. The
requirements presented in this report are also an attempt to contribute to a discourse on the
future of multi-level modelling. It seems more promising to start the competition not only with
the presentation of language specifications, but during requirements analysis already. First, the
more researchers are involved in the analysis of requirements, the more likely it is to identify
relevant issues. Second, from a psychological perspective, it seems to be easier to develop a
consensus on requirements than on the comparative evaluation of existing artefacts, at least as
long as the creators of these artefacts are involved.
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A Appendix: List of Requirements

RC1
In addition to having classes with a definite level, it should be possible to define
classes with a contingent level. A contingent level allows for adapting the concrete
level of a class to different contexts of use.

Rationale: It happens that two classes on different classification levels could
be classified by the same meta-class. However, this can be achieved only, if the
meta-class does not have a definite classification level. Instead, its level would have
to be contingent with respect to the instantiation context.

Priority: high

RC2
It should be possible to define intrinsic attributes with a contingent instantiation level.

Rationale: It may not be possible to foresee the concrete instantiation level of
an intrinsic attribute, while knowing that it has to be instantiated somewhere down
the instantiation line.

Priority: medium

RC3
It should be possible to define intrinsic associations and operations with a contingent
instantiation level.

Rationale: As with intrinsic attributes, it may not be possible to foresee the
concrete instantiation level.

Priority: medium
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RC4
It should be possible to define constraints on the intended instantiation level. These
could address a minimum or maximum number of instantiation steps, or a set of
alternative instantiation levels, e.g., level 1 or level 2.

Rationale: It is conceivable that at the time of specifying a class on level n,
there is not sufficient knowledge available to exactly define an intended instantiation
level. But usually at least some restrictions on possible instantiation levels will be
known. Hence, the requirements follows from the principle that all knowledge
available on a certain level should be specified there.

Priority: medium

RC5
It should be possible to define preliminary classes without a meta-class.

Rationale: Sometimes, a bottom-up approach seems to be more appropriate
than a top-down approach.

Priority: high

RC6
Intrinsic associations should allow the specification of different instantiation levels
for both participating classes.

Rationale: It is common in natural language to link two concepts (or object
references) on different classification levels in one sentence. Accordingly, it can be
a relevant requirement to link two objects on different classification levels in an
multi-level model. If the association can be defined on a higher level already, that is,
if the association is intrinsic, it follows directly that it must be possible to support
different instantiation levels.

Priority: high
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RC7
The definition of intrinsic associations should imply that corresponding constraints
are refined with every instantiation step.

Rationale: By their very nature, intrinsic associations lack certain knowledge
about the actual association at the level where they are defined for. At the same
time, with every instantiation step, the range of possible options decreases. Hence,
refining corresponding constraints dynamically would be an important contribution
to system integrity.

Priority: high

RC8
The language specification should allow for defining intrinsic associations without
specific multiplicities. In other words, it should be possible to defer the specification
of multiplicities to a lower level.

Rationale: In cases where the multiplicities of an intrinsic association at the
intended association level may vary, the definition of a particular multiplicity would
create ambiguity or even a contradiction, hence, a serious threat to a system’s integrity.

Priority: high

RC9
If absolute minimum or maximum cardinalities are known, they should serve as
constraints for the final definition of multiplicities on the intended instantiation
level. That means that the actual cardinalities specified on the intended instantiation
level have to be within this range. As a consequence, it needs to be possible to mark
cardinalities as boundary values.

Rationale: It should be possible to specify all knowledge about multiplicities
of associations that is available.

Priority: high
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RC10
It should be possible to indicate that certain properties of a class are to be inherited to
its instances.

Rationale: Inheriting features where it is appropriate enables preventing re-
dundancy.
Note that inheriting properties is different from intrinsic properties. An intrinsic
property is not directly instantiated where it is defined, but only at the specified
instantiation level. An inherited property can be part of many classes. Therefore, it
can be instantiated multiple times. In an ideal case, the implementation of operations
can be inherited, too (as it would be the case with the example in Fig. 2.8).

Priority: high

RC11
Intrinsic properties must not be explicitly inherited, since they are passed to instances
anyway until the intended instantiation level is reached.

Rationale: Explicit inheritance of intrinsic properties would be redundant and
would therefore compromise the comprehensibility of a model.

Priority: high

RC12
The language should be extended with auxiliary classes that represent specific con-
cepts that are often needed. They include various units of measurement, currencies,
multiplicities, and, more specific, economic concepts such as price.

Rationale: The availability of thoroughly defined auxiliary classes contributes
to model integrity and modelling productivity.

Priority: high
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RC13
The definition of specific auxiliary classes should be supported. That includes the
definition of classes which represent enumerations or ranges of elements of a certain
type/class.

Rationale: This is an incentive for software developers to define specific auxil-
iary classes and, thus, to improve model and system integrity.

Priority: high

RC14
The specification of an association should allow for defining whether the association
is bi-directional or uni-directional.

Rationale: Even though this information is required for implementation only,
it should be possible to add it to a conceptual model to prepare for a smooth
transition to design and implementation. This is even more the case for an executable
modelling language like the FMMLx , since there is no clear borderline between
models and code anymore.

Priority: high

RC15
Delegation should be enabled between classes on any classification level as a specific
association between two classes on any level.

Rationale: In object-oriented system, delegation is an important abstraction
that allows to compensate for misconceptions of inheritance.
Note that further, more specific, requirements would be needed for a comprehensive
specification of delegation. An elaborate analysis of delegation is subject of a
further publication that is currently under review. Apart from that, a preliminary
implementation of delegation exists already in the current version of the language
implementation.

Priority: high
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RC16
The language should provide generic association types. At best, these types would
be instantiated from an association meta-type.

Rationale: Including generic association types promotes modelling productiv-
ity and model integrity. Meta-association types provide modellers with more
flexibility, since they allow to vary the semantics of generic association types.

Priority: medium

RC17
It should be possible to define domain-specific association types. In order to cover
the variance of domain-specific association types, it could be helpful, if a language
provides meta-association types on a higher level, that would allow the instantiation
of meta-association types.

Rationale: The specification of domain-specific association types promotes model
integrity.

Priority: medium

RC18
It should be possible to specify multiplicities of attributes.

Rationale: Without this feature, it is hardly possible to adequately model cases where
attributes are characterized by more than one object of a certain class.
There are not too many cases, where this requirement is relevant.

Priority: medium
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RC19
It should be possible to specify intrinsic attributes through classes on levels higher
than M1 together with an intended instantiation level of those classes.

Rationale: There are cases where it is not possible to clearly specify the class
an intrinsic attribute will have at the level where it is supposed to be instantiated.
Due to our experience with the current version of the FMMLx the lack of deep
instantiation of attributes was not a major shortcoming.

Priority: low

RC20
The new version should allow for clearly distinguishing between attributes that are
regularly instantiated into individual values of instances, that are instantiated into
values of instances that actually represent common values of their instances, and
those that serve the specification of constraints on attribute values. At the same time,
corresponding access operations should be qualified accordingly.

Rationale: These different kind of properties have specific semantics that would be
lost, if there was no way to express it somehow, which in turn could compromise the
integrity of systems.
This requirement is fairly easy to satisfy and promises clear benefits.

Priority: high

RC21
It should be possible to assign categories to operations.

Rationale: Distinguishing categories of operations enables more meaningful
model queries and fosters models integrity.

Priority: high
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RC22
It should be possible to link access operations to the objects they refer to, such as
attributes or associations.

Rationale: This additional information would facilitate the updating of opera-
tions after relevant aspects of the reference object had been changed.

Priority: high

RC23
The new version should support the specification of an association as dependant of
another one. That is, the instantiation of the dependant association must not happen
without the association it depends on being instantiated, too.

Rationale: Including a corresponding concept in the language does not only
free modellers from the specification of a corresponding constraint, it also increases
the likelihood that the dependency is explicitly modelled at all.

Priority: medium

RC24
It should be possible to express a specialization of an association as an association
between the same classes that are part of the generalized association.

Rationale: There is need for this specific kind of dependency. Providing a cor-
responding concept with the language contributes to productivity and integrity.

Priority: medium
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RC25
If the specialization of associations demands for subclasses of classes involved in the
generalized association, the use of delegation should be supported. That means that
the following constraint is enforced: only those instances of a role class may be linked
to instances of the associated class the corresponding instance of the role filler class
are linked to.

Rationale: Supporting this specific kind of association specialization should
support modelling convenience and model integrity.

Priority: medium

RC26
The new version of the FMMLx should allow for defining dependencies between
associations on different classification levels. In particular, it should be possible to
define an association on level m as a refinement of an association on level m+1.

Rationale: This concept allows preventing ambiguities arising from intrinsic
associations (see example in Fig. 2.17).

Priority: high
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RT1
The language should include operations for advanced model analysis. That comprises
the creation of model statistics including those relevant for multi-level models.

Rationale: Writing code to analyse models will often be regarded as too time-
consuming. Adding respective operations as a default interface to models and to all
classes makes model analysis more convenient and more reliable.

Priority: high

RT2
The language should be supplemented by a specific query language that allows
querying all properties of a multi-level model and that is clearly easier to use than
the XOCL.

Rationale: Queries on multi-level models are of crucial importance not only
with regard to traditional model analysis, but also for retrieving objects and object
values on all classification levels covered by a multi-level model.
The upcoming, multi-level version of the XOCL will allow querying all aspects of a
multi-level model. However, it may be useful to define a more specific language, as
well as additional tools that enable more convenient queries.

Priority: medium

RT3
A modelling tool should support adding properties, both regular and intrinsic. This
includes accounting for possible side-effects.

Rationale: Adding properties is a regular operation during the development
of a model.

Priority: high
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RT4
A modelling tool should support deleting properties, both regular and intrinsic. This
includes accounting for possible side-effects.

Rationale: Deleting properties is a regular operation during the development
of a model.

Priority: high

RT5
A modelling tool should support the modification of properties, both regular and
intrinsic. Modifications relate to the name of a property as well as its specification.
Again, possible side-effects need to be accounted for, too.

Rationale: The modification of properties is a regular operation during the de-
velopment of a model. While it could be realized through deleting a property in the
original class and adding it in a new class, it is clearly more convenient to provide
moving as a single operation.

Priority: high

RT6
A modelling tool should support moving properties, both regular and intrinsic, from
one class within a hierarchy to another one.

Rationale: Moving properties from one class within a hierarchy to another one is an
operation that is required occasionally.

Priority: high
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RT7
A modelling tool should allow for changing an object’s classification level without
compromising the integrity of a model.

Rationale: During the development of a model the classification hierarchy may have
to be modified. That includes deleting levels or inserting classes between existing
levels.

Priority: high

RT8
The language should allow for adding meta data that is relevant for storing a model’s
history.

Rationale: This is the prerequisite for keeping track of previous model states.

Priority: high

RT9
A modelling tool should allow for explicitly defining model versions and support the
rollback to previous versions.

Rationale: The explicit definition of versions enables the modeller to define
those states that represent a relevant step in the evolution of a model. As a con-
sequence, browsing through the history of previous model states should be more
clearly and more convenient.

Priority: high

RT10
A modelling tool should support the rollback to previous versions.

Rationale: This is an important feature in case one wants to reconstruct the
evolution of a model or to continue with a previous version after it turned out that it
is more appropriate than the current version.

Priority: medium
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RT11
Modelling tools should provide support for detecting the delta of two model versions.

Rationale: This feature helps to analyse the evolution of a model and to com-
pare two versions in particular.

Priority: medium

RT12
It should be possible to fade in/out intrinsic properties such as intrinsic attributes,
operations and associations.

Rationale:

Priority: medium

RT13
It should be possible to fade in/out inherited properties such as intrinsic attributes,
operations and associations. As a default, inherited properties are not shown.
However, it can be useful to present them. In that case, inherited properties should
be marked as such. See illustration of possible realization in Fig. 2.18.

Rationale:

Priority: medium

RT14
It should be possible to fade in/out operations that are available through delegation.
In case these operations are shown, they should be marked as such. See illustration
of possible realization in Fig. 2.19.

Rationale:

Priority: medium
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RT15
It should be possible to fade in/out operations that are available through delegation
to class. If these operations are shown, they should be marked as such. See illustration
of possible realization in Fig. 2.20.

Rationale:

Priority: medium

RT16
A modelling tool that features dynamic typing should compensate for the lack of
static typing. This could be achieved by adding information to code.

Rationale: If the representation of code is ambiguous, the analysis of large models
can be painful and produce serious threats to system integrity.

Priority: medium

RT17
A modelling tool should support the generation of access methods according to
adaptable policies.

Rationale: Generating access operations decreases development costs and con-
tributes to comprehensibility and integrity of models and software.

Priority: high

RT18
A modelling tool should support the creation of user profiles. A user profile stores
user’s visualization preferences, which include font sizes, colour, the layout of
window frames, etc.

Rationale: Adapting the representation of a model to individual preferences
allows creating a more convenient and possibly more efficient environment. It is an
unnecessary burden for users, if they have to specify their preferences each time they
use a model (or an instance of the tool) that is used by others, too.

Priority: medium
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RT19
With respect to keeping track of the evolution of a model, a tool should also store the
users that were responsible for a certain modification.

Rationale: Sometimes, it is useful to find out who made certain modelling de-
cisions, especially, if they seem unclear or inappropriate.

Priority: medium
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RN1
The notation should be in line with widespread notations of conceptual modelling
languages. That recommends to use shapes for the representation of classes similar to
those used with the UML. This is especially the case for the representation of classes
on M1, because they are typically subject of traditional object models.

Rationale: The use of familiar representations is likely to promote the under-
standability of multi-level models.

Priority: high

RN2
The notation should build on that of the previous version of the FMMLx and account
for critical feedback on the previous notation at the same time.

Rationale: The previous notation resulted from a long process of developing,
using, and improving multi-level modelling languages. Therefore, it seems reason-
able to assume that it is regarded as widely appropriate by those who used it. At
the same time, certain aspects of the notation were subject of critical comments that
should be accounted for.

Priority: medium

RN3
The additional concepts defined with the new version of the FMMLx , e.g., contingent-
level classes, should be represented clearly.

Rationale: This requirement is a direct consequence of the general demand
for understandability of models.

Priority: high
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RN4
The representation of classification levels should follow certain design guidelines.

Rationale: In the previous version, the colours used for distinguishing classifi-
cation levels were chosen in a widely arbitrary manner, which made it difficult to
memorize what level a specific colour represented.

Priority: medium
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